WESTERN PROVINCE PREPARATORY
SCHOOL
Choose to make every day a great day. Find ways to play. When interacting with others,
stay focused in order to be present. Find someone who needs a helping hand, a word of
support, or a good ear – and make their day.
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A Growth Mindset
Hooray for the joys of spring! Amid butterflies and blossoms, we
too, in the spirit of this revitalising season, have sprung into
action. We seem to be rushing faster and faster towards the end
of the year. This is a metamorphic stage of our boys’ lives, and the
time for our little Grade Rs to emerge from their pre-school
cocoons is drawing close. As we prepare for this moment of
change, we remain appreciative of the phase of growth and
development spent within our lovely Pre-Prep. For the teachers, it
has been a period which has provided many opportunities not
only for imparting knowledge, but also for learning life lessons, as
every so often the educator became the learner.

of standard and nonstandard measuring tools, have gained
greater understanding, heightened knowledge of and sincere
appreciation for - as the song so memorably captures – all things
bright and beautiful, and all creatures great and small! And during
this in-between season, we continue to give thanks as we delight
in the radiance of sunlight, the coolness of the breeze, and the
freshness of the occasional droplets of spring rain.
When you play, share laughter, share fun, it is a very intimate way
to connect with those around you. This naturally enhances trust,
creates healthy bonds, develops compassion, and you develop
friendships in ways that are robust and beautiful. – Adam Eason,
Hypnotherapist.

“When spring came, even the false spring, there were no problems
except where to be happiest. The only thing that could spoil a day
was people and if you could keep from making engagements, each
day had no limits. People were always the limiters of happiness
except for the very few that were as good as spring itself.” - Ernest
Hemingway, A Moveable Feast.

Equipped with potting soil, seeds, glue, card and lots of
imagination, we have, set out to explore and discover the marvels
of spring this term. Our Grade N boys have been happily planting
sunflower seeds, which have already started to show signs of
growth. We have been learning all about new life and life cycles
across the Pre-Prep. Our Grade R boys, using an assortment
celebrating life and learning
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We enjoy very full mornings at the Pre-Prep, filled with much
artwork; our Term 4 workbooks are filling up and, of course, there
is much laughter and fun. Our Grade R boys have relished sharing
facts about our wonderfully diverse country. The most incredible
details and colours are to be seen in our boys’ amazing Madiba
pictures and Ndebele huts. Should you take a really close look at
those huts, not only would you get to admire our ingenious symmetrical designs, but you might just uncover some of the
secret messages which have been carefully inscribed on them.
Jane Coetzè, our Grade N teacher, recalls how, while covering the
theme of pets, the most desirable pet seemed to be a peregrine
falcon, which might be a little tricky to tame, but perhaps not
impossible! The SPCA came to mind with this theme, which served
as the perfect opportunity to reinforce the good and essential
work of that organisation for the boys , especially during these
uncertain times.
“Is the spring coming?” he said. “What is it like?”… “It is the sun
shining on the rain and the rain falling on the sunshine…” - Frances
Hodgson Burnett, The Secret PHOTO
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Thought for the Week
"I'm not there yet, but I'm closer than I was yesterday."
Anonymous
As Pre-Prep teachers we have come to cherish the crosspollination of bliss, growth and incidental learning. The cheerfulness and innocence of being childlike offer the perfect antidote to
many of life’s stresses and strains. It is with eager
anticipation that our little Grade N boys look forward to becoming
the “big boys” of this neck of the woods. As our Grade R boys
excitedly prepare to stretch their wings and fly off into the
adventurous world of Grade 1, we are most grateful for the
richness of the life and growth that we have experienced with
them during their last two magical years at Eden Road.
WENDY ROEBECK - Head of Pre-Prep

Headmaster’s Assembly and
Chapel Service
Click on the following link to view this week’s Headmaster’s Assembly: https://www.loom.com/share/
dcb71b11fced4e2f8e3085d53b90314e
Click on the following link to view this week’s Chapel Service:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ed3Q_zjJZ1ra2Qhzuf3wxCmZNY9Fs1o/view?ts=5f8f5bb2
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Grade R South African Artwork
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Grade 1 Activities
The boys loved their science experiment of hopping corn. They
watched eagerly as they mixed water, bicarb and vinegar together
and then added popcorn kernels. They were fascinated by the
kernels dropping to the bottom and then being pushed up to the
surface by the chemical reaction of bicarb and vinegar that formed
carbon dioxide. We had discussions about why the kernels went up
and why they fell to the bottom. They discovered that the gas
forms bubbles in the water, which circle around the corn
kernels. The bubbles lift the kernels up to the surface and when
they get there they pop and the kernels sink again. The boys were
totally mesmerised.

As part of our theme on China, the boys have learnt about the
Ming Dynasty. They were fascinated by The Forbidden City (the
palace in which the emperors lived) and the treasures that filled
the rooms. One such treasure was the porcelain Ming vase,
originally produced during the Dynasty. After watching videos on
different designs, the boys created their own spectacular vases,
and filled them with beautiful Chinese blossoms.
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Grades 6 and 7 Artwork

Andrew Fisher - Grade 6

Finn Möller - Grade 7

Hamza Zalgaonkir - Grade 7

Jack Harding - Grade 7

Lulibo Nyawala - Grade 6

Lucas Willemse - Grade 6
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Grades 6 and 7 Artwork

Matthew Arends - Grade 6

Keita Xala - Grade 7

Jeremy Liddle - Grade 6

Maximillian Marshall-Smith - Grade 6
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